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Max has found an egg—a dinosaur egg, he hopes. He builds a nest for the egg, shines a light on the egg, and dances around the
egg in anticipation. Crack, crack, crack—out pops a. . . ! Young readers will have a ball reading this fun and fast-paced Level 1
story.
Winner of the 2016 Theodor Seuss Geisel Award Mo is the youngest kid on the Robins, his football team. His classmates don’t
mind, but the kids on their rival team tease him for being a "butterfingers" who's too tiny to catch the ball. But Mo's coach has a
plan to turn Mo's little size into a big win for the Robins! This Level 2 reader about a little African-American boy with a big passion
for sports was the winner of the Theodor Seuss Geisel Award in 2016.
Shows readers some of the things they may find on and around the beach.
On a FarmPenguin
From creatures that glow in the deep sea to ones that look like they have two heads, this book profiles some of the planet's most
far-out and strange animals. Original.
It’s time for fun on the farm with the Geisel Award-winning author of Up, Tall, and High! Why is Pig inside Chicken’s coop? How
many animal friends can fit on top of a tractor? Lift the flaps to find out in three easy-to-read stories that will take readers all over
the farm!
Meet Bluey! This lovable and imaginative Blue Heeler puppy is ready for her next adventure. Based on the on the wildly successful
animated series, Bluey, as seen on Disney+ Learn all about Bluey Heeler in this fun shaped board book! Bluey loves to play,
explore, and use her imagination to turn everyday life into an amazing adventure. Now Bluey fans can meet her family and her
friends, learn about her favorite games and adventures, and even learn her favorite part about school! Based on the on the wildly
successful animated series, Bluey, as seen on Disney+
Cat is adorable, fun, and a great teacher of reading! Meet cat. Cat sits, runs, and plays. But at the end of the day, cat can sure use
a nap. This Level 1 reader is a compilation of three short and simple stories all about the same cute cat. With repetition, rhyme,
and illustrations that perfectly match the text, this book is geared to the very earliest readers.
Have you ever seen a hailstone with a turtle frozen inside? Learn all about the weirdest, wackiest, wildest weather ever--and what
makes it happen--in this easy-to-read nonfiction reader.
What do baby gorillas like to do in the jungle? They swing in the trees, and play tag in the bushes. They even get piggyback rides
from their mothers. You can find out all about gorillas in this exciting book!
Hedge-Hedgey-Hedgehogs is a unique and adorable book perfect for young readers! Learn about hedgehogs in this fact-andphoto-filled book that is just as cute as the animals themselves! Did you know that the name for a baby hedgehog is a hoglet? Or
that hedgehogs make good pets because they prey on common garden pests? This nonfiction reader will teach kids how to take
good care of these unique creatures.
Level One It's a busy day at the "Cakes and More" bake shop! The mice get there first thing in the morning to open their shop.
Then they chop, stir, ice, and bake their way to the end of the day. Fun characters pick up tasty treats and keep the mice on their
feet. This is a fast-paced, easy-to-read book with memorable characters and sweet illustrations!
When a big new yellow tractor arrives, Otis the friendly little tractor is cast away behind the barn, but when trouble occurs Otis is
the only one who can help. On board pages.
Someone is taking bites out of this book! And we have a feeling a certain mischievous goat has something to do with it... A goat is
on the loose and is taking bites out of everything, even pages of this book! Join the fun in this story perfect for early readers
Chip has dreamed about owning a dog since he was a baby. A dog would be his best friend, for he would teach it to sit, stay, fetch,
and roll over. But Chip's parents refuse to buy him one. One night, Chip's dream reveals a deep truth about who Chip is. Chip
doesn't need a dog; he is a dog! From then on, his life is changed--he takes himself for walks; teaches himself to sit, stay, and
fetch; and makes plenty of neighborhood friends!
The most famous by far of all twentieth-century political allegories, Animal Farm is the account of a group of barnyard animals who
revolt against their vicious human master, only to submit to a tyranny erected by their own kind, can fairly be said to have become
a universal drama. Orwell is one of the very few modern satirists comparable to Jonathan Swift in power, artistry, and moral
authority; in animal farm his spare prose and the logic of his dark comedy brilliantly highlight his stark message. Taking as his
starting point the betrayed promise of the Russian Revolution, Orwell lays out a vision that, in its bitter wisdom, gives us the
clearest understanding we possess of the possible consequences of our social and political acts.
One day, a little cricket is born and meets a big cricket who chirps his welcome. But the little cricket cannot make a sound. The
cricket meets many insects, but it isn't until he meets a beautiful female cricket that he can finally chirp "hello!" Excerpt: Hello!
whispered a praying mantis, scraping its huge front legs together. The little cricket wanted to answer, so he rubbed his wings
together. But nothing happened. Not a sound.
What a bad, bat cat! He tears the pillows, he eats the plants, and he even scratches the furniture. He just won't behave! But his
family loves him anyway. The simple and repetitive text will provide new readers with a true sense of accomplishment when they
finish this book all by themselves. The adorable and quirky illustrations bring this frisky, troublemaking feline to life.

Tiny the dog returns to obedience school and teaches the other dogs how to receive treats.
Learn about the history of unicorns in this photographic nonfiction leveled reader perfect for kids interested in the natural
- and unnatural - world! Did you know that the Siberian unicorn roamed the Earth during the last Ice Age? Or that
technically any creature with one horn is considered a unicorn? That means narwhals, certain antelope, and even shrimp
with a horn can be called unicorns! Embracing childrens' delight in the mythical creatures while also imparting fascinating
facts about the real ones, discover the history of this special animal and decide for yourself if you believe in unicorns!
With simple language and vivid photographs, Are Unicorns Real? is perfect for emerging readers curious about the
natural world and the iconic creature.
Children will laugh out loud as they watch the young simian stars of this book swing through one very busy day. From
cheering one another on at baseball games, to dancing the conga at a lively party, these monkeys know how to have a
great time-all in rhyme!
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Identifies the objects and animals found on a farm, including horses, pigs, apple trees, and tractors.
Do you love horses? If you do, you're not alone. There's so much to know about these amazing animals. Why do horses
neigh? What are baby and adult horses called? How do horses communicate? Beginning readers can find out the
answers to these questions-and many more-in this lively, fact-filled introduction to these popular animals. Filled with
colorful illustrations and dynamic color photos of real horses, this is a perfect selection for any young horse lover.
Illustrated by Anna DiVito.
Even though his much loved pet fish can swim, eat, and blow bubbles, Max wants an animal that can dance.
Read along and join Bluey's latest adventure! Based on an episode of the wildy successful animated series, Bluey, as
seen on Disney+ Join Bluey for a fun day at the beach! What will she discover along the way? While Mum is off for a
walk along the beach, Bluey discovers a beautiful shell. When she runs to show Mum, she begins a series of fantastic
and laugh-out-loud encounters that will both excite and test her in unexpected ways. Based on an episode of the wildy
successful animated series, Bluey, as seen on Disney+
"Includes 12 important food rules"--Jacket.
Feeling lonely at his farm home where all the other animals already have friends, Pig is fascinated by furry newcomer
Pug, who, like Pig, enjoys playing in the mud, snorting and waggling a curly tail. Simultaneous.
Learn all about what lives and grows in the forest in the three stories of this Level 1 nonfiction reader. Deer and other wildlife, trees and other
plant life, and much more are found In the Forest!
Blue is an alien. When his spaceship lands in a backyard on Earth, he is determined to make friends with the boys and girls that live there.
But first he will have to show that he is friendly. Who will play with Blue? This Level 1 reader is simple, fun, and rich with picture clues.
Fox has many excapades ranging from monkey business with the gang to babysitting for his little sister, Louise.
A spider, blown by the wind to a fence post near a farm yard, begins to build her web and cannot be distracted from the task at hand--not by
the horse, cow, sheep, goat, or dog. But when the rooster asks if she wants to catch a pesky fly, the busy spider is able to catch it in her web
immediately!
Describes the plants and animals that live and grow in the forest.
Despite their differences, a dog and cat become fast friends.
Level Three From tigers to cougars and leopards to lions, this book is a great introduction to big cats. Topics discussed include hunting
techniques, sleeping habits, color patterns, and the importance of preserving the cats' habitats.
Introduces the world of snails, sharing key characteristics while explaining how they are regarded as both a pest and a delicacy.
Chip, a city dog, goes to visit his country cousins to learn all about farming.

An adorable little alien from outer space drives his human companions to distraction when he resists going to sleep, in a
skill-building reader humorously written in the style of classic "Dick and Jane" stories. Simultaneous.
Presents simple facts about pigs and how to keep them as pets.
Go nuts for nuts with two silly squirrels in this giggle-inducing counting book from a Theodor Seuss Geisel Honor-winning
author and illustrator! Kids will laugh while learning their numbers with this rhyming leveled reader. From the very
beginning the smaller of the squirrels, certain that they need more nuts, tosses each one into the bigger animal's mouth.
The hilarity increases as his mouth bulges, and the squirrels discover that sometimes there can be too much of a good
thing! Jonathan Fenske's comic-like illustration style and clever easy-to-read text make this counting book a must-have
for every young reader's bookshelf.
A fact- and photo-filled reader for young cat lovers introduces a variety of breeds while describing how kittens grow and
the best ways to care for a pet kitten. Simultaneous.
Welcome to Puffin Rock--home to two young puffins, Oona and Baba. Join them on their adventures from the Netflix
series, Puffin Rock. It's a windy day on Puffin Rock and Mama has hurt her wing. Papa asks Oona for her help fishing
and Oona can hardly contain her excitement. Fishing with Papa will be such an adventure! But fishing on a windy day
can be tricky. Will Oona be able to manage it? A beautifully illustrated story based on the award-winning and critically
acclaimed animation.
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